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Fuller Plans
Final Talk
This Morning

Lomat on Bali

"Now" is the topic for Scholarin-Residence R. Buckmin.ster Fuller’s last campus-wide talk, this
morning, Concert Hall, 10:30.
The lecture is the third major
campus lecture given by the 70year-old geodesic dome inventor
who leaves SJS next week.
Wednesday night Fuller will discuss "San Jose Tomorrow In Fuller’s Vision" in a 7:30 lecture in
San Jose Civic Auditorium.
The public is invited free of
charge to both lectures, a Scholarin-Residence Committee spokesman disclosed.

Letter of Protest
Sent to Soviets

Brescoll
Students for a Democratic Soon
many
cammessage
posted
in
front
of
Spartan
Bookstore
appeared
SIGNS
ANONYMOUS
ciety yesterday followed up its
and wonders who President Robert D. Clark’s
pus bulletin boards yesterday morning. Pam
Seventh Street rally of last Frisupporter is.
Simmons, a sophomore psychology major, looks
day, by sending an official letter
at the mimeographed "Clark -Si, Gilbaugh-No"
of protest to the Supreme Soviet
of the USSR.
The letter protests the imprisonment of two writers who wrote
anti-government boOks while out
of Russia. "We are sending this
letter as a matter of principle.
We can only hope we get some
respon.se from it," said Phil Whitten, SDS president.
Last Friday the action of the
the controversy which has erupted can colleges and universities.
By DON SEVRENs
Russian government was one of
When asked for his reaction to
on campus since Dr. John W. GilSpartan Daily Staff Writer
two issues that SDS rallied to
Mimeographed signs appeared on baugh, dean of the college, wrote the anonymous signs, Dean Gilprotest. The other was the move
a
copyrighted
article
for
Sunday’s
baugh stated: "I haven’t seen them
by the U.S. Justice Department campus bulletin boards this mornto register the W.E.B. DuBois ing, reading simply: "Clark-Si, San Jose Mercury-News, charging and I don’t think I’d care to react
are
all."
and
administrators
at
faculty
Clubs as Communist Front or- Gi lba ugh-No."
The anonymous signs refer to struggling for control of Ameriganizations.
.RABBLE ROUSER’
Dr. Lawrence Lee, professor of
history (who with Dr. Charles M.
Larsen, associate professor of
mathematics, co-authored letters
appearing Monday and yesterclay
in the Mercury-News calling for
Dean Gilbaugh’s resignation) labeled the posting of the signs "a
real rabble rouser action."
When asked about the controalso
camp
The
level.
significant
versy in general, Dr. Lee stated
sorry for the 19,650 who weren’t
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the last
meet
to
opportunity
examthe
provides
articles
there are "no further developof a series of three
there. "This is the greatest opporing SJS’ annual "think Weekend."
tunity in college," he said. "I think many interesting people you ments that would call for any
contact
have
normally
wouldn’t
be
WALTER
comment."
By JUDI’
the student body fee should
Dr. Larsen, however, stated:
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
increased so everyone can come." with on an informal level," she
said.
came
apparently
"I’m glad that Dean Gilbaugh conMany students
No man is the lord of anything, to escape the impersonality of the
siders himself to be a ’firm beNEW INSIGHT
Though in and of him
Foreign student Kende Soroclie liever’ in faculty participation, but
there be much consisting,
from Mali found people to be more a little later on he seems to
Till he communicate his parts
Campus Reports, KNTV news friendly at camp than at school. equate the current state of affairs
.
to others . .
show put on by SJS telesislon "In school people are busy or in with ’anarchy.’ I would very much
and radio journalism students,
Spartacamp ’66 gave the 350 si-U1 feature a ttili minute film on a hurry; you can’t talk to them. like to know what specific things
campers a chance to communicate last weekend’s Spartacamp at At camp everyone spoke his mind, he objects to."
DISAGREEMENT
their thoughts to others, and also Asliomar Saturday morning at and it was very interesting. I feel
I know more about American soDr. Larsen also said yesterday:
to turn an introspective micro- 8:15.
he
said.
now,"
ciety
"Does he (Dean Gilbaugh) think
scope on their own beliefs. In efJohn Swanson, junior, said, "I that faculty members are interfect, they were able to say, "Here
myself
idea
of
looking
at
like
the
fering in administrative matters
I Ain!" while at the same time campus, to meet their classmates
on a more personal level and to and relating society to myself. He when they select department chairexamining "Who Am I?"
provided
the
chance
camp
said
that
men? If so, we couldn’t disagree
It was an unusual experience assert their individuality.
Burude Boneso, senior, viewed to meet people on a completely more.
for the students who were used
than
that
different
experience
level
away
’The basic statement on faculty
to being nameless faces in a crowd the camp as a chance to get
of 20,000. How did they react? from the superficial small talk prcnided at school and that it participation in college and uniof
looking
at
offered
new
ways
around school. "It is nice to talk
versity government published by
They loved it!
The American Association of UniTed Weisgal, junior, said he felt to students on a deeper and more 1 i f e.
It is apparent that Spartacamp versity Professors states that dewasn’t just an event. It was an partment chairmen should either
experience--one which most camp- be ’directly elected’ or else appointers won’t soon forget.
ed ’normally In conformity with
the judgment of the members of
CONCERNS REVEALED
the department.’ " Larsen added.
The camp revealed a depth to

Controversy Continues

Campus Signs Appear

Spartacamp Enables Students
To Communicate, Share Beliefs

students that isn’t always apparent
on campus. It proved they are concerned about understanding others,
about knowing themselves better
and about their role in the complex future they face.
What is Spartacamp? Perhaps
President Clark said it best when
The right to collective baigainhe quoted Echvin Markham’s poem,
ing on the part of state college
"Outwitted."
faculty received support from the
Association of California State
He drew a circle
College Professors (ACSCP) at
that shut me out,
its spring statewide meeting last
Heretic, rebel,
weekend in Sacramento.
a thing to flout.
ACSCP, however, asked that
But love and I
state college faculty not sign the
had the wit to win,
We drew a circle
that took him in.

For Today’s Protest

By JIM BAILEY
Spartan Daily staff Writer
A clay of protest to the war in
Viet Nam will begin with a Seventh Street rally at 11:30 a.m.
today and end with the final
speech at the Vietnam Day Committee’s spon.sored teach-in, scheduled to conclude at 5:15 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Eleven speakers are scheduled
to appear at the teach-in which
begins at 12 noon with a 15-minute
speech by David Eakins, assistant
professor of history.
Unlike the teach-In held last
October, a majority of the speakers at today’s teach-in will not
come from the SJS faculty. "We
aimed for diversity and I think
we have it," Peer Vinther, VDC
chairman, said.
NAPALM PROTESTOR
Latest addition to the outside
speaker list is Bruce Franklin,
Stanford history professor who,
according to newspaper reports.
was removed from a Redwood City
Council meeting Monday night.
Franklin protested a proposal to
locate a factory that will produce
napalm in that city. He was removed for ignoring the chairman’s
request to end his speech. Franklin will talk today at 3 p.m.
Professional politics will have
two representatives appearing today in 25th district Assemblyman
William Stanton and 24th assembly district candidate Paul Latta,
who faces competition from five
other Democrats in the June 7
primary.
SCHEDULED SPEAKERS
The biggest drawing card of the
day figures to be Mrs. Elena
Greene, wife of author-play writer
Felbc Greene. Mrs. Greene will
show slides of their recent trip to
North Viet Nam from 3:30 to
4:15 p.m.
Other off-caMpus speakers will
include John Thorne, lawyer for
the American Civil Liberties Union and Ken Mills, professor of

’Dragon’ Continues
In College Theatre
The second performance of Eugene Schwarz’ "The Dragon" will
be presented today at 4 p.m. in
College Theatre. The Children’s
Theatre production opened yesterday afternoon.
Director of the play is Dr. Hugh
Nelson, assistant professor of
drama. Eddy Emanuel portrays
Sir Dragon. Lancelot is enacted
by Richard Allen and Elsa is
played by Miss Judith Long.
The play will be presented again
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
College Theatre Box Office has
no more tickets available due to
the number of grade-school children who will be attending.

Academic Council
To Meet Monday
Academic Council will consider
granting academic senators and
state academic council officers
release time from their work loads
Monday at 2:30 p.m. in ED331.
Council members will also hear
reports from the Faculty and
Staft Affairs, Curriculum and Instruction and Library Committees.

Collective Bargaining
Supported by ACSCP

Photo by Yoshi Hasegawa
INFORMALITY typifies the Sparfacamp ’66 scene as students
probe themselves and their relationships to others. "Me" was
the theme of last weekend’s retreat at Animal’, attended by
some 350 students and faculty.

Spartacamp drew in many
"Me’s," and when it returned them
two days later to the larger circle
of college and classrooms, they
had gained a great deal more insight about themselves, their classmates and their world.
Probing paid off!

Today’s Weather

Santa (lora County: Partly
cloudy weather forecast. Predicted high temperature today,
68-78. Predicted low temperature tonight. 38-411. Gentle winds,
5-10 miles per hour.

impending American Federation
of Teachers (AF1’) petition on collective bargaining because it narrows the faculty’s choice on how
to improve its discretion on rights,
prerogatives and benefits.
The AFT petition assumes that
there will be a single bargaining
agent to negotiate on more than
just financial concerns.
In a position paper ACSCP
called for faculty bargaining agency or agencies which would be
limited to improving the economic
welfare of the faculty. These statewide elected bodies would be empowered to negotiate contracts related to salaries and fringe benefits with designated representatives of the State of California.

philosophy at Stanford University.
SJS faculty members who will
participate are Eakin.s, Admiral
Arnold True, professor of meteorology and physical science, Ronald Maxwell, instructor in philosophy, Dr. Peter King, assistant
professor of inunanities, and Dr.
David Newman, associate professor of ixsychology.
Vinther will moderate the first
half of the teach -in and VDC member John Hansen will moderate
the last two and one-half hotus.
VDC leaders predict a crowd of
about 400 persons will attend the
teach-in. "We expect the crowd

to be about the same size as the
last one, but this time people probably will stay longer, since it’s
indoors," noted Mrs. Angie Viather, VDC secretary.
Today’s protest iS a part of the
International Days of Protest.
Some 100.000 persons are expected
by protest leaders to demonstrate
their opposition to the war in
Viet Nam during the two days.
Tomorrow a car caravan of SJS
war protestors will leave from behind the cafeteria at 8 a.m. to
attend a march in Sall Fraricisco
which begins at the foot of Market Street at 9:30 a.m.

Council Calls Meeting
To Vote on Amendments
A special Student Council meeting has been called for today at
3 p.m. by ASB Pres. John Hendricks, to vote on a bill of proposed amendments to the ASB
Election Code.
The special meeting is necessary
because a decision on the controversial bill must be reached as
soon as possible so that candidates
for office in the elections of April
20-21 can be told their responsibilities.
’THIRD READING’
Council closed debate on the
bill at Wednesday’s regular meeting, after more than two months
of %wangling over various amendments to the bill.
The bill could not be voted on
Wednesday because it appeared
on the agenda under "second reading of bills." A vote can come
only under "third reading of bills,"
where the bill will appear today.
If the bill passes and is signed
by Hendricics the amendments will
apply to the imminent elections.
If not passed, or if vetoed by Hendricks, the present Election Code
will govern the elections, Council
may override a veto with a twothirds majority vote.
ASB Vice President Jerry Spotter, council chairman, said, "I hope
the matter can be expedited one
way or the other. It’s far too
close to elections to prolong the
issue any longer."
PASSAGE DOUBTFUL
Senior Representative Ann Lauderback said, "I’m doubtful that

Garner To Star
At Flicks Tonight
Friday Ilieks will feature "36
Hours," tonight at 6:30 and 9:30
p.m. in JC55.
The film stars James Garner,
Rod Taylor, Eva Marie Saint in
a two-hour spy drama.
Admission price is 35 cents.
A short, "County Hospital,"
with Laurel and Hardy and a cartoon, "Cock A Doodle Dino," will
also be shown.

the bill will pass, since there are
so many parts of it that different
people object to."
Sophomore Ftepresentative Victor Lee, council vice chairman, remarked, "I’m sure everybody has
his own disagreements with certain parts of the bill."
No couricil members were available for comment on how they
would vote on the bill

Camp Counselor
Interviews Open
"SJS Is a diversified college
and that’s the picture we want to
give the new student," Terry
Schutten, freshman Camp director,
said.
"Due to the fact that many interviews have run overtime and
many applicants had conflicting
classes, we are extending the interview period through Saturday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Barracks 7,"
Schut ten continued.
Freshman Camp, Sept. 9-11, will
be held at Asilomar on the Monterey Peninsula. Schutten explains
that every segment of college life
must be presented to freshmen.
At least one professor from each
department will attend the camp
and participate in all the activities.
An independent firm will make
a movie of the whole camp for
future publicity.
Counselors will attend training
sessions preceding the camp and a
counselor-faculty party following.
"The $25 weeicend is free to all
counselors," Schutten added. "We
need students from everywhere,
not just Greeks."
Activities of the Carnp include
dances, singing, discussions and
sports.
’’We feel that the freshman of
today is muoh more mature than
the one of yesterday. We are aiming this year’s camp at the ’mature freshman,’ hoping to combine
tradition of the past with new
ideas of t.he future," Schutten
concluded.

Council Passes Resolution
For Housing Publication
By CAROLI’N BUSHNELL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A major step toward solving SJS’ long-standing housing
problem was taken Wednesday svhen Student Council passed a
resolution to publish a more informative student housing pamphlet.
The resolution is part of a housing bill submitted by Graduate
Representative Steve Larson at the beginning of the semester.
The proposed pamphlet will be funded by the ASB and State
resources and will be published through the cooperation of ASB
and Housing Office.
It will be sent to all incoming students who lbfe outside a
15mile radius of SJS and all others who request it.
The pamphlet will include listings of rates charged for each
apartment or living facility listed, recommended limitation based
on the number of students in one apartment and a list of the
average number allowed
each unit of any housing facility.
It will also include listings of facilities
which provide a one semester contract
where charges against a cleaning deposit are made
which prmide an itemized list of cleaning and breakage
which make agreements concerning refunds before the student departs from the facility
which provide reasonable allovcances for withdrawals of
students for reasons beyond their control (determined by the
college)
which rent to SJS students before renting to persons who
are not
where resident managers are present
So that the Housing Office can carry out the operation, the
(Continued on Page 3)
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What’s Wrong
With Grass?

J ERRY FORD

By PATRICK HEFFERNAN
Ali usual, Dr. Albert Porter, associate
professor of business, is one of the few
persons 011 campus able to look a situation
right in the eye. instead of around corners
of personal prejudice and greed, and come
up with a rational answer.
The situation this time is the unbrieked
condition of the Tower Hall "ntudflats"
which everyone besides the good doctor
firmly believes will take 5100,000 to
"beautify."
As lie pointed out in a guest column in
Friday’s Daily, nature and fraternities can
do it for free.
Unfortunately, at a California State College nothing is done "for free" because
it might avoid sotne red tape, and fraternities couldn’t possibly lay bricks because
it would be demeaning (strictly blue collar, you know) and might wrinkle their
madras shirts.

Staff Editorial

A Twist of Facts
Harry Farrell, in his so-called
"stnashing assault" on the Economic
Opportunity Commission (EOC) has
brought the San Jose Mercury-News
to a nadir of inaccurate. sensational,
slanted, politically motivated reporting.
Farrell’s articles last week were a
political push for Congressman Charles
Gubser (R -Gilroy) and an attempt to
"get" Assemblyman William Stanton,
as well as a blatant attempt to smear,
McCarthy-like. anyone Farrell could
uncover who did not favor U.S. intervention in Viet Nam.
To provide a vehicle for these purposes. Farrell decided to make the
facts on the EOC fit the charges he
was supposed to level at Stanton and
others.
They wouldn’t fit.
So Farrell twisted them where he
could, and made thein up where he
couldn’t.
He twisted them by using the old
McCarthy tactic of guilt by association.
1. Farrell pointed out that a SJS
coed in the work-study program is the
daughter of a man who once used his
Constitutional right to remain silent
when asked if he were a Communist.
This implies both the girl and the program (not related to the EOC and
therefore. irrelevant anyway) are Communistic.
2. The headline on one of the
articles was "The Kids Can’t Vote,
But They Run the EOC." There never
was any evidence offered hy Farrell
that any "kids" have any influence in
the EOC. ’What he did was say that
some SJS students are interested in
helping the poor in this program and
some of these were known to be against
the war in Viet Nam . . . the implication is obi ions.
3. In his third article, Farrell ran
lists of "agitators" in the EOC and
made references to Communists and
Marxists several times (five, to be

exact). Among these names were the
Rev. George "Shorty" Collins, SJS
chaplain, and John Thorne, attorney
representing New Student editors Phil
Whitten and Dm e Hanna in their injury suit against the FBI. Farrell didn’t
charge them with anything specific,
lie just sounded like he was.
4. Attorney Thorne came in for a
special attack for representing the former New Student editors, who were
then reported to be friends of John
Hansen and Ira Meltzer. Farrell suggested that Ilansen and Meltzer were
not exactly accused of being, but hinted as being Communists because of
their opposition to the Vietnamese war.
4. Congressman Gubser, with ironically perfect timing, denounced the
EOC for hiring an SJS poet who criticized President Johnson in the New
Studentthe Mercury called him a
"dirty word poet." Now just what is
that supposed to mean? And since
when, as Vice President William Dusel
pointed out, does or should the college
use a student’s political beliefs as a
basis for hiring?
Not only did Farrell use innuendo
and guilt by association to smear students and community leaders that he
had no basis for accusations against,
but he used absolute falsehoods when
implication was not enough.
The entire series on the "plot" to
take over the EOC byand I never
will understand thisthe extreme left
and the extreme right, was such a flagrant example of yellow journalism
and non-existent facts, that even Farrell had to admit that "it may not be
possible to document any full-blown
plot in their (left-wingers) EOC involvement."
Not only was it impossible to document a plot by SJS and other liberals,
but it was impossible to document any
involvement.
that Farrel did was to damage
Lhis paper’s reputation as an objective
P.H.
inews source.

Guest Editorial

Freedom of Thought
Creative writing is an art and, of
course, an art requires freedom of
though. something the Soviet government is attempting to suppress in the
minds of its people.
Last month two Russian writers,
Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuli Daniel,
were sentenced to 12 years total imprisonment and exile for writing down
their thoughts and ideas for others
to read. Unfortunately, these thoughts
and ideas did not agree with those of
the Kremlin.
What’s more, many of these works
were published secretly in Western
Europe. and this is what both men
were officially thrashed for. But. after
the trial had concluded, this charge
had been all but forgotten.
(:ertainly, if Sinyavsky’s and Dan id’s writings had played up to the
ideal Soviet line of happy utopia, both
would have drawn heavy praise from
the Moscow masters. Sinyavsky. often
called the most significant Soviet literary figure of the 1960s, defended his
novels on the basis of "the right of an
artist to self-expreseion."
But the prosecutor clearly revealed
the Soviet court’s real, and hidden,
charge against the writers when he

asked Sinyavsky if his artistic views
represented his political thinking. The
entire questioning was actually centered on this subject, and both men
were eventually convicted for thinking wrong,. politics-wise.
The outcome of this trial proves the
communist control over literature and
other arts is in the "do-it-our-way -ordie attitude." There can be no true
self-expression in the Soviet Union, or
for that matter, in any Conununist nation, unless it conforms with the Government’s doctrine . . .
Sinyavsky and Daniel, both acclaimed writers, were convicted in the
Soviet-controlled press before the trial
began. They had broken the socialistic
fairytale idea of the "peaceful coexistence of ideologies," which really means
communism is the only way.
Said Yuli Daniel, "A man must
remain a man in whatever conditions,
under whatever influences." This was
his answer as to whether his works
were intended to he anti-Soviet and,
in the court’s eyes, probably was the
answer that cony icted Iiiin . . .
The Hornet
Fullerton Junior College
March 11, 1966

"We consider this problem serious ... we’re toppling
end over end .. I"

Thrust and Parry

Faculty Debate Continues
Learn International Law
Suggestion By Writer
Editor:
Mr. A. P. Anderson (A21943), in a letter
to the editor, Wednesday, March 23, offered
a morsel to no-stand students and professors
concerning U.S. activities in Viet Nam.
He states ". .. the U.S. is in Viet Nam in
accordance with the provisions of the U.N.
Charter Article 53." In his argument, SEATO
is cited as a regional arrangement as defined
by that Article, and that we are in Viet Nam
in order to fulfill our SEATO cormnitment.
However, Article 53 reads a little further
than ottr Mr. Anderson would have readers
belleve. Article 53 states: ". . . no enforcement action shall be taken under regional
arrangements . . . without the authorization
of the Security Council, with the exception
of measures against an enemy state, as defined in paragraph 2 of this Article, ("The
term enemy state . . . applies to any state
which during the Second World War has been
an enemy of any signatory of the present
Charter.") or in regional amangements directed against renewal of aggressive policy
on the part of such state . . ."
The United States gave assurance of economic and, if necessary, military aid to the
French raid Bao Dai government in 1950, five
years after the Second World War, and in
no manner of speaking were any countries
then, or now, concerned in the definition of
an enemy state as defined by the Charter.
This, of course, refers to China, Russia, and
Viet Nam.
Furthermore, it was only last year that
a decision was to be requested from the Security Council on the activities of the U.S.
in Viet Nam, 16 years after giving assurance
of military aid and 12 years after the introduction of U.S. soldiers into Viet Nam.
Just because General MacArthur successfully alluded the complexities of international
law and won a victory in Korea, it is to my
estimation not an example of conduct upon
which to base a concept of international peace.
It is hoped that these facts may serve as
mere hors d’oeuvres to stanulate Mr. Anderson’s mental palate and thereby to be
cognizant of the fact that those who appreciate the United Nations and those of the
VDC may not be the only ones to require
a lesson in International Law, not Law of
the West, Mr. Anderson, as International
Law is not solely a product of, nor solely
concerned with, the West.
Jerry Bacon
AS162

Two Professors Clarify
Dean-Resignation Story
Editor:
Please allow us to point out two inadequacies of the Daily’s coverage on March 22
of the letter in which we suggested titat Dean
Gilbaugh should resign his deanship.
The Daily quoted us as saying directly
that the Dean’s views "are inconsistent with
prevailing faculty opinion and of Pres. Robert
D. Clark." I hope that your reporter will
soon learn that a direct quotation must say
exactly what the quoted persons actually said
or wrote, and not just an approximation
thereof.
We wrote that the Dean’s views "are inconsistent not only with prevailing faculty
opinion but ’also with the views of the

president of the college and the chancellor and the trustees of the California State
Colleges."
The second point is that the article did
not make clear the mason why we suggested
that he should resign as dean.
The reason is not that we object to his
right as a person, or even as a professor of
education, to expound his views. The point
is that an effective academic dean must be
able to work with the faculty in a spirit of
constructive cooperation, and this is no
longer possible.
Since he can no longer carry out his leadership responsibilities effectively, he should
resign as dean.
C. M. Larsen
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Lawrence Lee
Professor of History

Dean’s ’Archaic Views’
Opposed By Writer
Editor:
As a student and a taxpayer I adamantly
oppose the archaic views of Dean Gilbaugh
as stated in the March 22, 1966, issue of the
Spartan Daily.
I am at a loss for words to express my
sincere regret that Dean Gilbaugh should hold
so low an opinion of the "American Colleges
and Universities" which must also include
San Jose State College.
The views expressed by Dean Gilbaugh are
in direct opposition to my personal views and
those views held by many students and faculty members (those "faculty agitators").
I stand with the many other students and
faculty members who are in full support of
Robert D. Clark. President Clark is one of,
if not the, greatest presidents this college
has ever had.
Because of his understanding, communication and mutual respect of the students, faculty and other administrators this college
is on its way to becoming a first rate institution of higher learning. For the first time
this campus rings with intellectual excitement, not dull stagnation.
I urge every student and faculty member
to let his support for Pres. Robert D. Chu*
be heard.
James L. Johnson
ASS25

President Commends
’Rabble Rouser’ Column
Editor:
In spite of some of our more obvious disagreements, I couldn’t help but congratulate
you on your "Rabble Rouser" column concerning the "Peter, Paul, and Mary Concert"
of last Sunday.
Your description of these three performers
and the audience response is deseming of
more superlatives than this page could encompass. The message that they carry could
not help but be heard by the audience that
night, but it remained for your column to
convey it to those who were not there.
I commend you fur your depth of understanding and your style of communication.
Now just use them %viten you write about
student politics!
John Ffendrieloi, Prehident
Amociated Students

QUAKE PROOF
But what’s so bad about grass, anyway?
It’s soft and comfortable and looks nice.
It doesn’t cost $100.000 to grow and never
could be declared unsafe in eabe of earthquake. I know Sacramento won’t rest until
all of the state either is a parking lot or a
freeway, and shudders at the sight of someild, but grass
thing growing, especiall
would be so comfortable to sleep on during
elections.
I’m sure a few- of "the boys" on llth
Street know which end of a shovel is up
(and if they don’t, otte G.D.I. can tlo the
work of four Frtddies anyway) and it
wouldn’t take too many weekends to prepare the "inudflats" for grass.
A teensy bit of that 5100,000 could be
used for seeds, and the "Sallies" could
spread it around. A little water and some
rope around the area, and lo! a lawn
grows at SJS.
SPRING ARRIVES
Oh, it would be a little hard at first.
The boys would have to water every now
and then, and keep birds and wandering
freshmen off the grass (we could even
have "Keep Off the Grass" signs for them
to swipe), but it wouldn’t he that difficult.
And besides, the Freddies and Sallies
would learn something new while watering
and weddingthey would find out what all
us poor folks had to do as kids saving up
for college because our parents couldn’t
afford it.
Then when spring finally makes up its
mind and arrives, we all could lie on it
in the sun and study and neck and sleep,
and walk over it in our bare feet and get
grass stains on our white levis and just
have a ball in the grass.
And there would be plenty of money
left over for such useful things as more
books in our library and more scholarships, and more parking places, and maybe
even Dr. Porter’s trip to the City next
month.
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Industrial Design Students
To Attend Big Sur Conference I
Nleeting on the seaside clitfs of
Big Sur, 200 industrial design students and faculty from seven
schools, including SJS, will begin
exchanging vievus today during the
third annual West Coast Industrial
Design Student Conference.
The conference, under the direction of Nelson V. Judah Jr.,
SJS assistant professor of industrial design, will continue until
1:30 p.m. Sunday.
Students and faculty vvill come
from Art Center School of Los
Angeles, College of Art S and

Oakland, Long Beach
State, Stanford University, University of California at Los Angeles and the University of Southern California.
Activities are planned to keep
students and faculty thinking, moving, acting, stimulated, recreated,"
Judah said yesterday.
"The most meaningful design
discussions take place among a
few people at unplannable times
in more appropriate places than
an uncomfortable room where you
can’t hear the speaker and don’t
CriIllS

III

Housing Plan Resolution
Passed by ASB Council
(Continued from Page 1)

f

/

resolution provides that office with
at least two Work-Study students.
Larson’s housing bill, of which
this resolution is a part, is slated
for its final reading and vote next
week.
It calls for the ASB to establish a student Housing Committee
which will examine throughout
the academic year the value of
existing policies and report their
conclusions arul recommendations
to the Council at least once a semester.
"This is the first piece of ASB
legislation to deal with student
housing," Larson said.
The legislation underwent two
revisions before it was considered
actually workable by students and
administrators involved.
The original bill involved only
the ASB. It set up five housing
standards and a housing board to
investigate living centers wishing
to be recommended on the basis
of the standards.
It also designated that a
pamphlet describing the standards
and the living centers which met
them be published.
Primary objection voiced to this
bill was that the double standard

created by published evaluations
of two different organizations
would be confusing to the incoming student.
Another objection was that the
bill said nothing about working
with the Housing Office or the
Housing Advisory Corrunittee to
the Academic Council.
Also, since the bill Included in
its criteria "tt standard rate for
apartment living and for room
and board," there was a legal
question as to whether this attempted to direct private enterprise.
"I like the bill because it represents a unified joint -college effort to solve the housing problem,"
said Dean of Students Stanley
Benz.
"It makes possible fur a student
group to add to the inforrnation
the state is providing," he said.
"The bill is the greatest advantage to the student 21 or over
who will now be able to receive a
diverse list of a variety of house
facilities," declared Housing Director Robert L. Baron.
"Another asset of the bill is that
it allows for a greater communication between the college and
students in all types of housing,"
he said.

HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
featuring

10 OZ N.Y. STEAK . . .

$1.80

Soup or Salad, Vegetable and Potatoes

Try our large variety of
quality meals at reasonable prices
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
One Block from SJS
7fit and Santa Clara

THE BOOK-OF-THE -MONTH CLUB
AND
THE COLLEGE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

The ’First Annual

World Forum

The program will consist of fourteen fellowships of $3000 each to be
awarded to seniors during the academic year 1966-67, which coincides
with the fortieth anniversary of the
Book-of-the-Month Club.

China Threat

CLARK BROS. PRINTING I

Harem Dancer
Performs Tonight
Harem dancer Samia Nasser and
the Arab band from San Francisco’s Baghdad Cabaret will highlight the "Arabian Night" performance at the Newman Center, 79
S. 5th St., tonight at 8.
Tickets will be available at the
door for $1 general admission and
75 cents for students. Proceeds
from the event will go into the
scholarship and loan fund of the
SJS Arab-American Club, spon,ors ur "Arabian Night."
Pianist Sandy Schlichting, SJS
freshman, will play "Lawrence of
Arabia." Other performances
scheduled during the evening include Lebanese singer Tom Makdisy, a Lebanese dancer, Debka
folk dancing and a humorous play,
"Sheriff’s Office in an Egyptian
Village," said Mohammed Adwan,
club president.

Tau Delta Phi
To Meet Today

SALE
1/2 OFF

1

... "

ON ALL
SLACKS

Res,
Sale
Si5.00
529.95
14.00
27.95
12.50
24.95 ..._
50
22.95
10.00
19.95
16.95 _.-- 8.50
13.95 .....__ 7.00
6.00
12.95

Hours: Mon. -Sat.
9:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Thurs., 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

VAUGHN’S

Choose from wools, worsteds, flannels,
sharkskins, gabardines, dacron wools,
blends, etc.

125 So. 4th Sf.

292-7611

From dawn to discotheque,,,
they’re really with it...Permanently pressed 50q Fortrel poly:
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler yirur best buddy from
early classes to just-one-morefrug at midnight...and they’re
guaranteed for one year’s normal
wear.
They stay like new forever. In a
full range of colors and styles.
SEE YOUR LOCAL STORE
FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGLER
SHIRTS .36 SLACKS
or write

MrroVirrangiler
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10001

Caprice Custom Coupe.

LIDUET

C=ra;_N

WORLD’S FIRST
THEATRE WITH
ALL PERFECT SEATS

Chevelle SS 396.

impala Sport Sedan.

PRESENTS:
Lana Turner in
"MADAME X"
with John Forsythe
and Ricardo Montalban

WRITING FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

phone 738-1111
Friday and Saturday
Reservations Accepted.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001

Shirts and Slacks of
FORTREL and cotton

Close to Campus

Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic
honorary fraternity, will hold a
luncheon meeting in Cafeteria A
today from 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
All faculty members affiliated
in any way with the group are
invited to bring lunches, ask questions and "contribyte in any way
possible to discussion," Joseph
Rynear, Tau Delt president. sztid.
-

c/o COLLEGE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION
110WARD UNIVERSITY

the 31.#1 Yem Fly
if ids Air India

Cramming
Clowning
Crashing
Pubbing
Frugging

UFOs Sighted

BOOK -OF -THE-MONTH CLUB

DR. DONALD SEARS, DIRECTOR

Aguin,

Walkout Urged

also
"FATE IS THE HUNTER"
with Glenn Ford
and Rod Taylor.
all seats $1.50
Sunday thru Thursday
$1.90 Friday and Saturday
evenings.

For complete details, see a member of
your English Department or write to:

I

al a

ia Regularly Scheduled Jet Flights

really want tu anyway."
Judah said that the conference
committee has provided the places,
BERKELEY (UPDUniversity of California students were urged
Round trip to London from New York
the baths, cliffs, rocks, canyons, yesterday to walk out of charter day exercises Friday zit the moment
meadows, hills. It is up to the when United Nations Ambassador Arthur J. Goldberg is to receive:.
$300 inc. tax
students and faculty to provide an honorary degree.
the stimulus.
Franeibtxi
from
The proposed walkout was advocated in leaflets handed out by
the Peace Rights Organizing Committee (PROC), as the climax to
DESIGN COMPETITION
$5:42.20 inc. tax
Industrial design competition demonstrations against Goldberg.
th.l..ut Jun.. 20t11, Itriura Srpteto.1,, (,,I,
The authorities have asked the students not to disrupt the tte,
also will Iv held betv.ven randomly mixed groups and individu- demic Charter Day Activities, but PROC leaders contend the presen0.
264.5197, 11.-11.1? 6
15.1.791;. DAYS
of Goldberg on the campus indicates the unhersity has taken "oth,0
al schools.
R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS than a neutral position" on the Viet Nam iSSLIC.
Goldberg became a target for PROC because of a recent United
scholar-in-residenc:., will be the
featured speaker at the Inter-col- Nations speech in which he strongly backed the Administration
stantl on Viet Nam.
lege seminal tomcrrow night.
Formai topics, as such, will not
be discussed except by Fuller,
Judah said.
PASADENA lUPD- Scores of izersons reported sighting red
"We have a feeling neorole in lights or unidentified flying objects across the sky over Pasadena
industrial design have about had Wednesday night.
it with the meetings vi:here a
Among spectators viewing the mysterious lights were Capt.
bunch of non -experts dully discuss Thomas Winders and two other Pasadena police officers who said
such dull subjects without ever they vvatched what appeared to be two red objects from atop police
reaching the problem. without even headquarters. Police switchboards here, in South Pasadena, Highland
covering any new ground."
Park and Eagle Rock recorded some 100 calls from persons sighting
the objects.
’FUN’ WEEKEND
With this he excluded several
topics from discussion: "What is
Industrial Design?" "The DeMANILA WPDChinese Foreign Minister Chen Yi has warned
signer: Specialist or Generalist?" that Red China will enter the war in South Viet Nam if the United
"Corporate or Captive; The De- States bombs Hanoi or Haiphong, recent isit ors to Peking reported
signer’s Dilemma," "Is Styling Thursday.
Design?" and "What’s Wrong vvith
Del mit ?"
Judah promised it would be a
"fun" weekend.
"Students and faculty will be
on their own. The schedule will
supplement discoveries as clues
for speedy reproduction
are followed to devious and outrageous excitements."
* campaign literature
He didn’t explain this last state* fraternity literature
ment except to say that it would
* sorority literature
PERMANENT PRESS \
be up to those in attendance to
":-.7r7
’A:
find out w hat it meant.
734 S. First 295-2502

Book-of-the -Month Club

Writing Tellowship
Program

JET TOit.% EUROPE
group rait-

738 E. EL CAM!NO
SUNNYVALE
Between Wolfe Rd.
end Fair Oaks Ave.

Corrair Monza Sport

,Hry .r! Nora SS Coupe.

Starting now-Double Dividend Days at your Chevrolet dealer’s! C’ssitZt;:y","=:-)

/

-

OLET
OUBLE
DIVIDEND DAYS!
CH

NO.1 BUYS NO.1 CARS

No.v at your Chevrolet dealer’s

Right now you’ll get a mighty handsome buy at your Chevrolet dealer’s
during Double Dividend Days. Pick from 45 great models of Caprice,
Chevrolet. Chevelle. Chevy II or Corvair with a huge selection of colors,
custom touches. engines, interiors. Availabili y, variety and buys have
never been better. Hurry in to your Chevrole dealer’s now!
Eight features now standard for your safety
include seat belts front and rear. A!Aravs fasten
them Lefore starting.

All kinds of good buys all in one place_ at your Chevrolet dealer’s -Chevrolet

intOw

Chevelle Chevy II

Corvair Coevette

1

RENT
A
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Music Dept.
Schedules
5 Concerts

Broadway Dancer
20’ To Perform Monday

Typewriters
as little a%

Per Day
en Three
Months Rental

TRY OUR RENT TO OWN
PLANHUNDREDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando
Nst to Calif. Book Store

Got 101 Down’?

By CAROLYN BUSHNELL
Spartan Daily Staff Reporter

Daniel Nagrin, who has been
termed "the most exciting male
lancer of the musical stage since
;ene Kelly," will perform Mon! 1}’ at 8:15 p.m. in PER262.
\.Imission is $2
In this area on a spring tour
if the West Coast, Nagrin
sponsorei by the Women’s
’ vsical Education Department.
-Ile was here last year and
I.d a lecture-demonstration. He
’Cted our facilities and the enthusiasm of our student
mcers," said Mrs. Carol Haws,
sociate professor of women’s
iy-dcal education.
-This year our dance producLon class, headed by graduate
tudent Mrs. Judy Gerson, will
lindle lighting, sound and stag-

A.R.T.
presents
HUHEN
Drop your books, lift your
head, comb your hair and
4nit a smile on that face of
’tours. You are about to go
out tonight.
You say that you are looking
for a quiet romantic place
which is not too far out of
the way where you can take
your girl for a fine dinner?
You say that where you are
going must hase a nique at.
inosphere, Tranquility, and
How does this s,.,,nd?
THEN ...
Drop on (1, wii

the
PULITZER PRIZE
WINNING

DIARY OF
ANNE
FRANK
Friday & Saturday
8:30 p.m. thru April 16
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
FRIDAY ONLY.

Actors
Repertory. Theatre
25 W. San Salvador
phone f
292-1266

1401 So. 1st

r

reservations

2’ C-1797

flizE
IBM
’Km" ,0"

TRAVEL fi

0

0

SUMMER
SESSION
60 DAYS
Open to Both
Co’s ’N’ Ed’s

7 DAYS ’268.95
10 Days

$299.95

15 Days

$349.95

$599

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
vie Pan Ant and
z Round trip
Jets

Package Includes

United

2. Royal Greeting upon arrival

2.
3.

3. Fresh Flower Lel

4. Transfer from Airport to
Ifs’oVrilrelottPl:otRern "
II
11. YOUI own free lane. Chevy
from. arrival to departure with

4.
5.
6.
7.

unlimited mileage!
I. Private parking et the Driftwood

elver,

Tr1110,01 I rorn Hotel te
on dr parture
.n
urns!! y of
.

The NItisie Department has announced five concerts for the
last week of March in Concert
Hall.
Sunday. at :3 p.m. pianist Lynn
1,- ..,

A

EVININO

OF JAZZ

Round trip via Pan Am and
United JETS
Transfers round trip
Deluxe Apartments for 60
days including maid service
Circle island tour
Get acquainted Party
Tahitian show and LUAU
Your OWN 1966 Chevy II
with UNLIMITED mileage
for the whole 60 days. This
is your car, you just pay for
the gas.

based on triple. occupancy
of room and auto.

Price

WIPPLrtrtv’c

1.FrTet.V.

reA

’
eit14,

440000,110
1

Ans,

?

100111".

/2.14
400AWW..01000
SANJ014$10110W11.1
*OA*<sows., 14.44
0140rawaras

Photo by James

’AN EVENING OF JAZZ’
Three SJS music faculty members discuss final plans for informal
jazz demonstrations and lectures they will give in Concert Hall
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. Sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia music
fraternity, the performance is free. The 20-member SJS Jazz Ensembles will play a variety of tunes throughout the program.
From left are Dwight Cannon, instructor; Dr. Wilson Coker, associate professor, and Brent Heisinger, assistant professor.

Orchestra Plays Outstandingly
LONGAZO
Assistant Professor of Mtisie

The SJS Symphony Orchestra,
inder the direction of Dr. Gibon W-Cters, chairman of the
! :c D.,;:artment, pre.:ented an
)tit ttm.ling concert on Tuesday
,’t: t an appreciative stand:
only audience.
irthlight of this fine prort
is a rousing perfot mance
3f t: e B...ahms Concerto No. 1
In D Blinor for Piano and Orcitestri. Soloist in the parformance was Dae Baird, SJS senior
music major. The performance
of the concerto was fittingly
ledicated to the memory of the
late Thomas Ryan, professor of

teacher.
The power and agility necessary to sustain the drive and
force of the Brahms was more
than amply supplied by Baird’s
technical mastery of the keyboard. The many involved and
delicate arpeggios were always
clear and beautifully executed.
Any weakness in his playing
seemed to be in not being able
to carry the long, flowing melodic lines that Brahms demands
In his music. This was particularly true throughout most of
the second movement. Baird
was at his artistic and pianistic
best during the long piano interludes of this demanding concerto.
music and Baird’s

of
"SPARTAN SPECTRUM"

Tss ice nightly. tonight and every night
7:25 and 7:55 p.m.
KXRXat

’

*.siLhwd,’

’Appreciative Audience’

By GEORGE

Lewis will present a scholarship

0

..

From the largest Radio and TV department
California’s largest state college . . .

at
EASTER
WEEK IN
HAWAII

ing for Negri/1’s concert," she
related.
According to Mrs. Haws, Nagrin likes the dance atmosphere
in California in contrast to the
one of hot and heavy competition in New York.
In his second year of professional work, he began working
with Helen Tandris, one of the
founders of modern dance. Together they did concerts, Broadway shows, films and formed the
Tamiris-Nagrin Company.
Nagrin has appeared as the
leading dancer on Broadv.ay in
"Annie Get Your Gun," "Touch
and Go" and "Plain and Fancy,"
for which he recewed the Donaldson Award as the Best Male
Dancer of the Year.
In films, he perforrned a bullfight ballet in "Just For You."
starling Bing Crosby and choreographed "H is Majesty
O’Keefe" with Burt Lancaster.
Included in his perforrnance at
SJS will be "Path," danced in
silence; "Not Me, But Him,"
scored by pianist Cecil Taylor,
in which he dons the mask of a
Negro; "Spanish Thuice," a primitive number with modern overtones done to music by Charles
Ives, and "Indeterminate Figure," a satire on urban man.

1500 on your AN1 radio dial

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle of Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it’s in
your hand. Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together. (You
should; they’re
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

Brescoll

KSJS Log
KSJS-FM, 90.7 Inc, Today

5:00
6:00
6:05
6:10
6:15
6:30
7:00
7:30

p.m. TGIF
p.m. Spartan Spectrum
p.m. Lockheed Digest
p.m. KSJS Forum
p.m. Spartan Sports Special
p.m. Music Makers
p.m. Portrait in Jazz
p.m. Standard School
Broadcast
8:00 p.m. Centuries of the
Classics

Live Band

Although the %Tx:Own-ids were
somewhat hampered by intonation problems, some of the wellerned bravos accorded Baird
should be passed on to the orchestra for an impressive reading of a most difficult score.

Friday and Saturday

Luncheons
Tuesday thru Friday
Dinners
Tuesday thru Saturday

166

THREE OPERAS

Banquet Rooms Available
for Fraternity and Sorority
Dances

Tate,

This interesting program also
featured soprano Soon Hwang
Chun, senior music major, selections from three operas: the
aria "tin bel di" from "Madame
Butterfly" by Puccini; the song
"Elle a fui, la tourterelle" from
"The Tales of Hoffman" by Offenbach and the recitative and
aria "Non mi
bel idol mio,"
from Mozart’s "Don Giovanni."
Miss Chun seemed to be
plagued by a lack of control in
her upper register during each
of these numbers. From the
standpoint of diction and interpretation the Offenbach number
created the greatest impression.

1465 W. San Carlos St.. San Jose

4

.

ci

195-7238

"TO DIE IN MADRID"
also Acaderny Award nominee
ROD STEIGER in

SARATOGA
14502 Rig

Wes

Fillini’s Masterpiece
"JUILIET OF THE SPIRITS"

STUDIO

Silfi South First
Dean Martin in

nominated for 3 awards

ELRANCHO

G A Y

DRIVE-IN
Alma & Vine

"MUDHONEY"
and
"EXPRESSO BONGO"

SAN JOSE
mrro

MOVIE
N. 13th to Gish Rd.
295-5005
"OUR MAN FLINT"
Bette Davis in
"THE NANNY’’

"MY BLOOD RUNS COLD"

DIAMONDS

WORTHY

tivd

OF PRIDE AND

294-2041

Bridgett Bardot
"VIVA MARIA"
also "TOM JONES’’

2944544

South Fir*,

292-6778

"THE SILENCERS"
also "THE COLLECTOR"

ttis7 302h

"THE TENTH VICTIM"
and
"THE CONJUGAL BED"

297-3060

L433 Th.,

"TIME OF INDIFFERENCE"

Dr. Walters led the orchestra
in a most effective reading of
the overture "The Hebrides" by
Felix Mendelssohn. The rush of
the sea and the "smell of seagulls and salt fish" was clearly
delineated in the orchestral
sounds.
The members of the orchestra
again displayed their artistry
and ability in Schubert’s Symphony No. 8 in B minor, the
"Unfinished." Special kudos go
to oboist Donald Nelson and
clarinetist Douglas McCrea for
their solo work in the second
movement of this compositicm.

293-4570

SCREEN SCENDS

552 South ltasenm

RUSH OF THE SEA

)1,)

benefit recital sponsored by the
campus and San Jose alumni
chapters of Mu Phi Epsilon music sorority.
Proceeds from the concert will
be used for scholarships for SJS
members of the sorority. Tickets
may be purchased at the door
fur $1 general admission and 50
cents for students.
Miss Lewis’ performance is
one of the Sterling Staff Concert Series appearances, a Mu
Phi Epsilon Memorial Foundation project.
The program includes numbers by Bach, Beethoven, Chopin,
Maeanvell, Creston and Ravel.
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in Concert Hall Miss Nancy Gustayson
and Russell Harrison will direct
a harp-chorale ensemble.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Music
fraternity will sponsor "An Evening of Jazz" Tuesday at 8:15
p.m.
Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. Miss
Valerie Na.sh, instructor in music, will present a faculty piano
recital.
Hermann Reutter, German
composer and pianist, will play
Thursday at 8:15 p.m. He has
written a number of symphony,
choral and piano works, as well
as a number of songs.

POPI

IR
North Screen

South Screen
"VIVA MARIA"
and
"TOM JONES"

"OUR MAN
FLINT"
"MOVE OVER
DARLING"
"MAN WITH
THE GOLDEN
ARM"

ASSURANCC

V,,vatea

UNLIMITED MILEAGE
When die lime tomes to boo) the engagement
be s to r c to on . k e 011r selection at
_1w...ring.
Proctor’s. Clinome from a *Sider assortment of
smart IleW (111,111,10 Of 101/ 11111114.

Write or call
for reservations
& folder

I You Pay the Gas...
We Psy the Mileage/
CALL FOR RISFRVATION4

29243(re

lutolsk twilowit
223

SO. FIRST ST.,

Its beauty and (bustling
-shikint: Timm
1.1oltance base aplis.olvol the stork’ of line grins.
Whrther vou .14 t icle to loosest SIOn or $5.01)0. remember that
:my diamond ring from Proctor’s is north, of pride and awiwaiwa.
ar h diamond is curlully sdritra, aotholly limmiled in a
inn setting.
signs at Pros. tol’e.
(111rosItorf Ili) One of the matts nth, the

And then? And then? And then you unleash ,t.
SPRITE! It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
Heads turn. Whisperings. "Who’s that strangely
fascinating student with the arch smile.And what’s
in that curious green bottle that’s making such

Name
Address

I mildly selected diamond in 1.11.
/ g.tieteti Ta4

a racket?"
And you’ve arrived/
The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You’re somebody, uh...uh, whoever -you -are.

City
Phone

SAN JOSE
Limited Offer

NEEP IT QUIET

1 I ItIS 1111

r10 SIONLY IFOWg

( /MOSE

SPRITE, SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST CPULDN’T

/ /VEST...

WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMONDS,
YOU’LL DO BEST AT PROCTOR’S .

91 SOUTH FIRST ST., downtown rtprn 11.
COUNTRY VILLAGE or,.
307 TOWN

g.ild .

nifia

r

lailuding

sett lot,

tc-crJ7,1
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llth Street
Beat

Oh,
&ger.
By MARV PUTNAM
Spartan
staff Writer
Oh, help and bother! At least

nary

that is the cry of this tired and
frantic reporter. As of lust Monday, Spring is finally here. Birds
are tweeting, flowers blooming,
the sun is shining and the sky
is clear while I am stuck typing
in this building from 1:.30 to 4:30
p.m. without any air conditioning.
Other men and women students are sprawled out on the
lawn eating, drinking, reading,
scratching, necking, yelling,
laughing,
wrestling,
sleeping
and nibbling on one another’s
earS.

This habit forming mania has
caused the disappearance of students from classes held in the
buildings which have no air
conditioning. Some teachers tried
to beat the heat by holding
classes out on the lawns in the
shade, but with little success.
Wearing apparel has changed
too. Coeds were complaining
Wednesday because they wore
wool skirts to school, males. because they wore long pants. Off
came the long pants and on
came bermuda shorts. Females
were Past seen running around
campus in the least possible
wearing apparel.
It’s a time for leisure and fun.
It’s time to eat ice cream cones,
drink soft beverages and run
barefoot through t.he gra.ss.
No matter how you look at
it or how you react to it, spring
means something to everyone.
If you do not believe me just
look around.

.P

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS
Wert on Julian to San Pedro
(I Blk. West of Market)
353 N. San Pedro

PLEDGES AND BROTHERS of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity store their most beloved belongings, their surfboards, in the basement of the
fraterniiy house. Rob Shaffer, junior social sci-

’Beloved Belongings’

Surfboarding Village
By GARY WHITNIAN
O’Neill’s?

DewPy

Weber’s

Board Town? Buffalo Hawana’s
Surfboarding Village?

No,

it’s

the basement of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity, 281 S. llth
St.
The basement is the home of,
among other sorted items, the
Sig Ep Surf Shop. Here, brothers and pledges of the fraternitY
store their nuist beloved belongings: their surfboards.
"Surfing has been around the
house for the ’past few years,"
says 21 -year-old Steve Lenheim,
an avid surf fan and fraternity
vice president.
FATHER OF SURFING
Continuing, the light haired
senior ivmarkeri that surfing has
---

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
$89

4.************************************************
*
*
*
KL1V
LIVE MUSIC
*
and
*
Radio
Productions
*
*
*
present
*
*
I

i

and
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
Sat., March 26 at 8 p.m.

Brother Rob Shaffer is the
father of surfing at the house.
Shaffer, who will compete in the
Makalia ( Hawaii I World Surfing
Championships this year, first
started making the trip to Santa
Cruz in 1962..
"When I pledged," remarked
the junior from Oceanside, "nobody surfed. I got Steve ILenheim) and Marsh IJim t interested and that’s how it started."
Lenheitn and Barry Brown,
Lynwood freshman, ventured to
the surfer’s paradise, Hawaii,
during semester break.
"The Islands" are known for
their white sands, warm water,
and
big
temperatures
mild
WaVeti. it is the birth place of
the sport that has drawn thousands of enthusiasts of all ages
and sizes.
BIG NAME PLACES

PHONE 286-5392 after 5 p.m.

THE RAMSEY LEWIS TR*

mushroomed within the last year
among some f ra tern it y members.

"I saved for three years and
it was %with it," reminisced
Lenheim.
"We spent two weeks there
and vivre busy almost every minute. We hit all the big mune
-

JRS ENTERPRISES

:*
**
*:

encn major and member of the fraternity, will
compete in the World Surfing Championships
at Hawaii this year.

*
***
*
**
***
**
***
*

San Jose Civic Auditorium
*
t
*
ar
Tickets: $4.50, $3.75, $3.25, $2.50
*
4r
*
40 W. Son Carlos *
: S.J. Box Office
*
sr
*
*
,4

United Community
Says Bucky Fuller
To SJS Student
’This only goes to tome.’ you
that the world is a witted comintinity,’
S.IS

places Makithit, Pipe Line, etc.,"
he explained.
After looking at one of the
ten rolls of films Brown and
Lenheim took, this reporter
asked them what they did when
they weren’t in the water.
LIKE TOURISTS
"We
acted
like
tourists,"
quipped Brown.
"We hit some night spots,
watched the hula girls and
biaight some leis for our mothers," he continued.
Now the men must settle for I
the often-crowded surfing spots
of Santa Cruz. But no matter ’
where they do surf, they always
n to the same spot: the basement surf shop of the Sig Ep
house.

KSJS Broadcasts
French Program
A new program sponsored by
the French ChM, "Le Courtier
De SJS," presents the opportunity for all French speaking
students to enjoy a 15-minute
broadcast of music and news
presented in French. The progeitii is broadcast every Thursday. at 6 p.m. on KSJS.
"It is hoped that this new
effort will be met with enthudism by both students and facthy." Art Madsen of Le Cercle
Francais said.

Get this:

Burkininster

scholar-in-residence,

said

when he met Vic Lee, sophomore pre-law major in international relations.
Lee discovered that Fuller was
named an honorary member ot
the Foreign Correspondence
Press Club in Japan two years
;Itti) When hiti father was president of the organization. The
two had never met before Fuller’s visit to SJS.

WE
HAVE
THE

SPECIAL
SJS STUDENTS

HAIRCUTS $2
Between

571 E.

12th & 13th

BV TIIF: GREEK VOICE
C;reek letter houses at SJS
start another semester of service and activity. . . .
The ladies of AOPi are nearing the end of their Dream Guy
contest.
Finalists
are
John
Rhodes, SAE; Ken Walls. Kappa
Sig; Jerry Schatib, DSP; Hands
Gsehwueng, Theta Xi and Smiling Tom Vlasic, Sig Ep.
Compensating for their athletic probation, the DU’s held
an inter-house sports tournament among the brothers and
pledges . . . Phi Mu soitority is
making plans to begin their
Gold Shield Night contest. The
PM National Field Secretary,
Kitty Williams, is visiting the
house this week.
The Tenth Street ladies of
Alpha Phi have three gifts in
the Miss SJS Pageant. They are
Kathy Imwalle, Diane Judah
and Pam Machin. AP vtill join
Sigma Chi fraternity in Sparta
Sings this year.
Red Door brothers of Sig Ep
had Rocky Fuller, SJS scholar
in residence, over to dinner last
week. The brothers recently
init nit ed t heir first honorary initiate. Ile is Marshall Frazier,
father of Tom Frazier, chapter
prdsident
The ladies of Delta Gamma
are serving as hosts for their
field secretary, Bohbi Penson.
held its formal pledging eerymony Monday night.
Brothers and pledges of ATO
celebrated Founder’s Day recently. Warren Dartford, a new
representative film the nat lona]
Tan office, spoke at the affair.
Professor Jack Holland was
guest .speaker at the initiation
banquet Monday evening.
The Mother’s Club of Sigma
Kapott sottority recently held a
fasWici i-how for the girls al
the Cabana. SK is joining the
Sig kips in Sparta Sings.
Anti that’s about it from the
Greek Voice this week

Santa

Streets

Clara

(Near

293-9910

Spivey’s)

49/9ou flee
a Moot
iel6out yeup
CdP
B wise! Trust your car to the most superior care. At
Silva Service you are assured of qual;ty service for any
car, domestic or foreign.
CASH VALUE STAMPS GIVEN
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

78 s

4th St

SILVA SERVICE

Late for C/ass? We’ll Park If For You.

SPARTAN DAILY

rx;

EIDITiON

To a bunny it’s a carrot

To a Spartan it’s Easter daily

Bakmas

NEXT
TUESDAY
MARCH

Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for all

29

Occasions
292.04452

10+h & Santa Clara

IWO

GREAT NEW COLOR!

MESQUITE
BY BATES

$14.95
The Shadygrove Singers

Live Entertainment 6 Nights a Week
The
Jim
The
The

Shadygrove Singers
Lewis and Trio
Westport Trio
Dixielanders

218 Willow St.
294-4009

Open Daily at 4 p.m.

Fri.-Sun.
Sat.-Mon.
Wed.
Thur.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.

The famous Shag floater, so light it
floats on water, in Spring’s newest
shade: Mesquite, the hint of olive
color that’s as cheerful as a sunrise.
Choose boot or oxford and brighten
your leisure!

Gas Prices
in San Jose
(Major Oil Co. Gas!)

Puritan Oil
4th &
6th 6 Kayos
Taylor
10th
13th
Jana’

GRODIl\l’S
SAN ANTONIO CENTER
VALLEY FAIR

295-8968

sHop

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.

SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.

The young
Western look

e--sPUZT

’ in luster Tneek Relays Tomoaow

TrIday, March 25, 1988

111 %TT T

Spartans Out To Prove Selves a Real Threat
have been hinting at ail season
that they are among the best in
t he nat ion.
The proving grounds will be the
-

s ’1% ()I%
111
Spartan lihn, sport..r.ditor
Spartan trackinen this weekend
hat theN
chanee to proe
\e

Big
Selection
of:
LEVI’S
CORDUROYS
and
SLIM
FITS

OUR NAME IS AS WELL
KNOWN AS OUR STEAKS
Try one of these:

fi411(1101

Small Steak $1.25

Round Steak $1.25

Steak Sandwich on

Jumbo Burger on

French Bread .85
French Bread $1.15
All of the above complete with trimmings

STORE FOR MEN

COMPLETE BEER AND WINE SELECTION

46 So. MARKET
Corner of Post

Two Blocks From Campus

545 S. 2nd St.

are
other Bruin
Mare Saage
headliners.
USC returns two NCAA champs
in hurdler Paul Kerry and pole
vaulter Bill Fosdick.
Arizona’s crew is paced by high
jumper Ed Carruthers, who holds
a lifetime best of 7-1’2.
STIFF COMPETITION
This will mark the second time
in a row the Spartan high jump
trio of Ed Johnson, Gene Zubrinsky and Terry Doe will face a
leaner of winid fame. Last week
DIFFERENT CLASS
Nevada’s Otis Burrell withstood
While the Spartans have been
the three Spartans’ challenge.
given an outside chance to grab
NCAA javelin champ John Tusthe national honors. by the exhaus 1250-5t) of Arizona should
perts, they have not been included
be more than improving Paul
in the class of USC and UCLA.
Hewitt of SJS can handle. Hewitt
Undaunted, the Spartan.; have
recorded a best-of-life 206-3 last
proceeded to ring up impressive
weekend.
showings in the early -season inOccidental’s entrants are highdoor meets and their four outlighted by Vance Peterson, a secdoor jaunts.
ond place finisher in the NCAA
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U
440 intermediate hurdles last year.
Stanford, a squad the Spartans
face the following weekend in a
dual meet, will ride on the abilis,
ities of sprinter Larry Questad
It
May
Whom
by
To
formance
and NCAA champ Bob Stoecker
Concern’s Jerry Gilber t, and
in the discus.
downed TWIMC 51-42 Wednesday
INDIVIDUAL POINTS
night to earn a spot in the chamIn individual events, the Sparpion.ship bracket of the upper-ditans expect points in the triple
, vision independent basket ball
jump from Craig Fergus and Cortournament.
nelius Frazier, in the 100 from
In the lower-division tournaHermen, in the broad jump from
ment, The Swisher% led by Jerry
Smith, in the high jump from any
Dunnings’s 16 points, downed the
one of the three competitors, in
Peace Mongers 49-39 and Markthe hammer throw from Dick
ham Hall squeaked past the Hawks
Smith and in the discus from Bob
HURDLER GROUNDED-Spartan trackman Ken Shackelford,
52-48.
Akers.
normally the Spartan hurdling ace, will stick to level ground toThe winners tneet Monday at
Bill Berridge, Joe Neff, Ken
morrow afternoon, as he runs the mile relay in the Santa Barbara
8 pm. in the Men’s Gym to deNoel, Owen Hoffman, Rieh KlemEaster Relays.
termine the tournament champion.
mer, Andy Vollmer, and Jim Sul-livan will man the distance relay
rtaarinverrmnmenaesffne,
posts, while Bill Johnson and Ken
Shackelford will help Smith. Hermen and Knowles in the sprint
relays.
Discus man Rich Saunders, who
292-7726
Corner 4tti and Santa Clara
has shown continual improvement
over the season, and pole vaulter
Jim Beam will also be on hand
tor ext ra points%
Wholesale and Retail
Tony Coppola and Jeff Wolfe -

Santa Barbara Easter Relays tomorrow in that city by the beach.’
Among the entrants for the meet I
lire two of the teams given
shot
at capturing the NCAA crown
ihis year- UCLA and defending
ea-chainpion USC’.
The University of Arizona, Stanford and Occidental fill out the
university division of the relays.
There are also six college division and junior college and high
school squads participating.

Intramurals

They will haw to be at their
best to walk away with the Santa
Barbara title.
Biggest Spartan hopes rest in
the 440, 880 and mile relays, with
the Spartan quartet of Wayne
Hermen, Tim Knowles. John Hambury and Tommy Smith holding
the best mark in the nation in the

E

Gymnastics Pair
In NCAA Meet
in Los Angeles

STATE MEAT MARKET

Compiete Line of First Quality Meats

Best Deal on Pairs
SECOND TIRE

- THiS WEEK’S SPECIALS -

SLICED BACON
T-BONE
BEEF LIVER
RANCH RIB CHOP

pkg.

turbnU;eBar "S"

lb.

lb.

lb.

are SJS entries for the NCAA
gymnastics Regionals to be held
in Los Angeles tomorrow night.

79
93
49
850

Coppola qualified in fottr events
in last weekend’s College Division

parallel bars, floor exercise and
all-around but may only go in
the first two to conserve strength.
Coach Clair Jennett expects
Coppola’s best chance for qualification in the NCAA Champion- i
ships will come on the rings.
Wolfe decided to make the trip
after earlier fearing that school
studies would hold him back.
The high bar will be the junior
\ mnast’s lone event in the Sat a day evening competition.

When you buy the first tire
at the price listed below
IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

Extra -mileage Tufsyn rubber
for extra wear!

make your deaf!

3.1- nylon cord for extra
safety, bruise resistance
Deep, interlocking tread design for extra traction, rain
or shine!
Tested for 100 miles at 100
MPH -proved for city or
turnpike driving!

osicr
roR Pots

ht 1114

2ntl TIRE
I, PRICE

600x13

$15.95

$ 7.97

$23.92

6.50 x 13

$17.25

$ 8.62

$25.87

’

7 50 x 14
7.75 x 14

6.70 x 15
7.75x 15

$20 60

$10.30

$30.90

8 00 x 14
8 25 x 14

7.10 x 15
8.15x 15

e.32 ln
’’’’’’’’’’’’

$11.65

$34.95

8.50 x14
8.55x 14

7.60x 15
8.45x 15

$25.55

$12.77

$38.32

8.00 x 15
8.85 x 15

8.20 x 15
9 00 x 15

$29.10

$14.55

$43.65

an prices plus tax.

Nal plea deal en whitewalls WO

NO MONEY DOWN! FREE MOUNTING!

"No Limit"
G aaaaa toe

6Go GO ODI% EAR
This week’s BIG
safety buy at your

GOODYEAR SAFETY CENTER

BRAKE- $
FRONT END
any
c."’
U
SPECIAL
A g.dh./Lib.b....

9

TAKE YOUR CAR WHERE THE EXPERTS ARE!’

Adjust brnkes
Repack front wheels
Align front end
’Adjust steering
Rotate all 4 wheels

COAST TO COAST

YOUNG ADULTS

RESERVE
NOW!
New York
to Paris

ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN

3 MINUTES!

A romplof, I ine of Nationally Advertised Products
bppment Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
BraceletS
Clocks

Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorder*

Cawerm
Binoculars
Flectric Shaver!
Phonographs
Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

A

YEAR

TO

209

739-0591 - Open unfil 9

Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

Via TWA ... DEPARTS June 14th . . . RETURNS Sept. 8
DEPARTS June 20 ... RETURNS Sept. 5
Via United/lberia

San Francisco to Paris ROUND TRIP $563.00
(Based on group rate) Children Half Fare,

PAY

So. Taaffo St.
Thurs 8 Fri. Niles

New York
to London

300.00
Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

Via AAL-Alitalia ... DEPARTS June 21 ... RETURNS Sept. 5

65 So. First St.
Downtown
validate all downtown lot tickets
292-4910 - Open until 9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nites

Sunnyvale

331.00

Youth Fare $476.00

Valley Fair Shopping Centr
248-3040 - Open Mon. *kw Fri. until 9.30 p.m.

Deane

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Service Fraternity
FOOTHILL COLLEGE
LOS ALTOS

AIL/TAB/A ,

MI

298-3060

Test Your Driving Ability
SAT., MARCH 26
Registration: 9 a.m. - I a.m.
Lot ’T’
Registration Fee:
SI.50 with any ASB card
$2.00 without ASB card

via

PAY AS YOU RIDE

One Block from Campus - 3rd & San Carlos

GYMKHANA

Europe661

Our fine All -Weather
114.ACIVTUBitE55
sin

481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and llth

soph is entered in the still rings.

Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding Houses

r plze and

Custom Cleaners

Regionals in San Luis Obispo. The

Plenty of FREE PARKING

NO TRADE-INS NEEDED!

former at 40.6.
UCLA’s forte is the distance
events, although the Bruins boast
of tap entries in every event.
Top UCLA’n is distance man Bob
Day, the defending NCAA champ
in both the mile and two mile.
Sprinter Norm Jackson. distance
man Geoff Pyne and pole vaulter

San Francisco to London ROUND TRIP $532.00
(Based on Group rate) Children Half Fare,
Youth
FREI
PARKING

Fare $445.00

Ask about our Europe -by all means of transportafion" student
tour. Auto Purchase/Rental plans available, Eurail passes.
CONTACT TONY ENGSTROM

2974428
51 Se. 19th

SJS Grad Student
IN Business

r I

FITARTAN DATLY-7

Marefi 21, MC

17 Hits for Bears

California Trounces SJS Nine 12-2
By JOHN JACKSON
spartun Daily Sports) Writer
The University of California
racked SJS hurlers for 17 hits
yesterday en route to a lopsided
12-2 victory.
The defeat, the ninth of the
season for the Spartans against
six wins, was the worst shellacking the SJS nine has received this
season, and was its second setback

*

*

*

UOP Double Bill
Ends Busy Week
For Spartan Nine
Photo by Paul Segueira
SPARTAN STOPPERGoalie Frank Mangolia
prepares to stop an attempted goal in a soccer
battle this season. He earned second team allAmerican honors while holding opponents to a

minimum of points. Mangolia and the booters
face a tough 12 -match slate nex+ season, but
expect to be among the league’s top finishers.

Booters Set 12-Match Slate;
Meet International Competition
A rugged 12-match schedule is
ahead for Spartan hooters, soccer
coach Julie Menendez announced
yesterday.
Included in the slate are matches
against the University of British
Columbia and Mexico City Poly.
The date for the Canadian match
has yet to be determined.
Mexico City will test San Jose
in the Spartans’ third annual Elks
Soccer Bowl on Dec. 9.
The usual round-robin schedule
will be abandoned next season because of the addition of Chico
State, University of California at
Davis and the University of Pacific
to the league.
Goalie Frank .Mangiola, second

Rest Period Over
For Judo Squad
The SJS judo team ends a twoweek layoff tomorrow when the
entire varsity team makes a short
trip to Willow Glen High School
ba compete in the Santa Clara
Valley Invitational tournament.
For the Spartan judokas it will
be their first action since the
Northern California Brown Belt
Open Tournament on March 12,
and the first varsity action since
they captured the Pacific AAU
championship tournament on
March 5.

SOCCER SCHEDULE
Sept. 23UC Santa Barbara
S.B.
Sept. 24Cal Poly Pomona
Pomona
Sept. 30Chico State
SJ.
Oct. 7California
S.J.
Oct. I 2Sta n ford
P.A.
Oct. I7UC Santa Barbara
S.J.
Oct. 22S.F. State
S.F.
Oct. 26UC Davis
S.J.
Nov. 5--USF
S.F.
Nov. I IUOP
S.J.
Nov. I9NCAA Regionals
’S.F.
Nov. 26--NCAA Quarterf’Is St Louis, Mo
Berk.
Dec. INCAA Semi -Finals
Berk.
Dec, 3NCAA Finals
Dec. 9Mexico City Polytechnic
(Elk’s Bowl) San Jose

soph in
team all-American
’65, lea& the San Jose returnees.
The Spartans expect to boast
another winning squad next season
with Marti Gonzales, Hap Selma’,
Louis Diaz and Steve Locai also
returning.
Cal, Stanford and USF are expected to prove the toughest league
battles for Menendez’ boaters.
The NCAA semi-finals and finals
are scheduled for Berkeley on
Dec. 1 and 3, the first time ever
on the West Coist.

Special Discount

THE

Dinner Date This
Weekend?

Pauh CyclJ
RENT A BIKE!

Take Her Out for a Steak at

Ask about "our
rent-buy option
plan."

Angelo’s Steak House

/9.6 4,1,3
Sales and Service
1435 THE AXAMEDA
San ..cite
PAUL J. kiNC: MGR.
PHONE 293 ’Coi,

Yes, a delicious steak dinner is a financial posibility along with excellent service and pleasant
surroundings. Whether breakfast, lunch or dinner all meals are designed with you,. pocket
book in mind.

Why settle for less?
65,000
BOOKS &
PAPERBACKS

How does this sound ...
Charcoal Broiled Rib-eye Steak

75,000
GREETING
CARDS

Served tvith fresh vegetables. potato, green salad,
artd bread and butter, featuring a Bout of Chili

$1.35

rs,Books
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving (alijornia Since 185/

OPEN 24 HOURS Friday,. and Saturday.:

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE
Flee paiking at Al,. ,Ind I

FACULTY
STUDEN7S
ALUMNI
lust present your staff Of
ASB card
Movie & Still
Cameras
Supplies
Equipment
Projectors
developing printing
repairs
rentals

R

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

T1C0 S
1ACOS

11 1111i.
,.,
DONOVAN

DIRECT FROM ENGLAND
"The Universal Soldier"

Tired of cooking?
I et TICO’S TACOS cook for you.
COMBINATION PLATE
TOSTADA & ENCHILADA
RICE or BEANS
SALAD
TOSTADA
ENCHILADA

I
I
I
I
1

With the Modern Folk Quartet

SPECIAL MATINEES
Sat. March 26 Sund. March 27 Sat. April 2

3:i

’

ONLY CALIFORNIA ENGAGEMENT

ALL AGES INVITED
Cont. Dancing & Food ’Til 2 A.M.
245 South Firs*
40,801011,61/91~PIPPOPI~M

5:30 p.m., Holy

Communion

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist
Student Center)
441 S. 10th St.

5.10th

SPARTAN /u\ IR
1) ...
9:45 a.m. Seminar: Final Works From Peter
5:45 p.m. Seminar: Norm Cook, Field Director in
Formosa for Overseas Crusades, Goodwill
Ambassador to the Orient.

I 111:

3111 and San Antonio Streets.

6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)
Sunday, March 27
5:30 p m. David and Lisa (film)
Discussion to follow
by
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, Psych. Dept., SJS
Other Activities
Throughout the Week

Worship Sunday
St

Paul s Methodist

Santa Clara & Sth

San Salvador & 10th

9:30 & 11 a.m.

9.30 f 11 a.m.

652-4600

in the church
of your choice

First Baptist Church

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and

f ..
2 blocks from school

Chapel
of
Reconciliation

)

ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP

300 S. 10th

*RACE BAPTIST CHURCH
4114 lest San Fernando
,
8:45 a.m., 1 I 0
Church Service
Bible Classes 10 a.m.
George "Shorty" Collins,
laptist College Chaplain
John M. Akers, Peetor

Student Center
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11
College discussion group. 9.45 p.m

Lnten Vespers Wednesdays: 7:IS p rn.
A. J. BRCMMER, Pastor 292.5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar 294-7033
--

The Alameda at Shasta

Do you feel a need for more personal religious faith? For free
information that has challenged the thinking of collegians Matt
coupon to: Westminster Presbyterian Church, Alameda at Shasta,
San Jose, Calif
Name
Address

for the complete collegiate experience
Sunday at

worship this

the downtown church
catering to the college community

"Should I Be a
Conscientious Objector
or a Soldier?"
(Porel ipr

Worship Sunchsy at
8:30 a.m., 11 a.m., and 7 p.m.
9:40 a.m. College Study Class
8 p.ni. Leadership Training Class

4th and St. James

Sunday
6 p.m. Worship

First Methodist

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

99c
Phone Orders 297-8421

WORSHIP THIS WEEK

7 a.m.

Holy Communion
af
Chapel of Reconciliation
300

Min. Age 18 (With I.D.)

8572 Sunset Strip. Hollywood, Calif.

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS
Thursday

SJS baseballers conclude a hectic week tomorrow when they
meet the University of Pacific
in a doubleheader at Municipal
Stadium. The first game begins
at 12 noon.
’The two contests will be the
Spartans’ fourth and fifth of the
week and eighth and ninth in nine
days.
The Pacific nine, which has a
2-3 record on the season, is led
by a strong pitching staff that
has limited the opposition to 1.45
earned runs a game.
Tony Hernarxiez and Larry Myers, the only SJS regulars with
better than .300 batting marks
on the season, lead Spartan hopes
for their first doubleheader sweep
of the year.
Steve Egge has also made important contributions to the SJS
cause in recent games. The sophomore of many positions, while
batting only .167, has knocked
in three runs, and has played both
third base and shortstop,
In addition, the bespectacled
right hander is able to help out
on the mound in a pinch.

Leading the California attack
were second baseman Bob Leatherwood and shortstop Ted Parks.
Leatherwood had three singles in.
six at bats, while Parks combined
two singles with a solo homerun.

Brandi and a double by Dave Mettler, but it was too little, too late.
Not satisfied with their early
scoring spree, the Bears came back
to score two run.s in both the
eighth and ninth innings.

NOW APPEARINGJUST 9 MORE DAYS!

Canterbury:
Stmday

at the hand of the Bears.
While the Bears were rapping
Spartan pitchers Rich Kemmerle
and Frank Pangborn for runs in
the first three and last two innings, Cal’s All-American hurler,
Andy Messersmith was limiting .
SJS batters to just five hits and
striking out 10.
After scoring two runs in the
first inning and one in the second,
California erupted for five runs
in the third frame to pretty much
ice the game. The big blow in the
inning was a two run triple by
center fielder Rick Brown.
Pangborn’s triple gave SJS a
run in the third inning, and the
Spartans’ second score came across
in the seventh on a single by Tom

9:30 a.m.
I I a.m.

Luthtsran A orship
United Campus
Christian Ministry

8.30 & II a rxi Morning Worship
9:45
Colleg
"Seminar"
5:45
Tri-C Club
I198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only
Wednesday, March 30
Lecture Series. -What is the Church?"
(Constitution on the Church)
Fr. John Duryea
Catholic Chaple,o,

79 South 5th

Sid,1101,3

ty

295-1771

1rttday, MaTeh r 1 elGC

MS-71=Z17.17.-17:
r""TANDAI"

SIOMA ALPHA EPSILON
Calibrnia Zeta Charger

rt’r

1

Tomorrow, Saturday Niarch 26
1 lth and Santa Clara
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
75e %ith this ad

99e PER CAR
.alincrztartreimorns-anatuvrtmikat:sm_

Spartan Daily
Classifieds

DELUXE 2 BEDROOM furnished apt.
S120 per month. 726 S. 10th St. Call
259-4466 or 378-9767.
GOING TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER?
& 3 BEDROOM APTS. Carpets. Neat
We will arrange a new VOLVO or TR1. C
Center II/2 block off N. 1st St.).
UMPH for you at factory prices. 100’; , Ca 286-0893.
financing through bank. MR. SAUNDERS,
SJS olumni. Call 248.9646 or 264.0312. UPSTAIRS of a house. 2 bedrooms. 1
boh. S11C per month. Call 294-9686.
SUMMER SESSIONS ABROAD 1966.; 511 S. 7th.
University of San Francisco. Guadala- I MEN ONLY. Share large room. Clean &
jam Mexico. July 3.August 6 $225 in - q..pet. All privileges. 46 S. 12th, after 5
eludes tuition, board & room. & activi- .
ties. Valencia, Spain June 24 -August 17.: p.m. cr week.ends.
Several plans to fit individual require.’ QUIET STUDIO APT. ior upper class617 5. 9th St. Cell
orients from $630, including tuition, I men. 570 pet r6.
board & room. activities & round trip 29u-uci. 2.
by plane. New YorkMadrid. Informa- dRADUATE OR UPPER DIVISION
,,.
;50
tion: Mrs. Cook. Foi-ei..,n Language De.
.liect afros 6 p.m. 538 5830.
partment. Room 7 A
edge of
MOLERN e bedrpron opt
HUMANIST CO-OP HOUSE
.’, $80, 415
-,rnen
:
ning stages. I!
292
3095.
28.
7:3C
March
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111,,

LOST AND FOUND (40

AUTOMOTIVE 121

i’

vellow gold ring
F." with floren
n. 286.013(’

LAMBRETTA MOTORSCOOTER. 19, r, 1-ST
model. 175cc. Only 000 miles. F.- .
nice. Runs like a cool fool. $415 Fr.
286-0253.
Lost.
Reward. Bob. 251
CLASSIC 1950 CADILLAC. Runs good. ! ’,in’’, ; ’’’t ’h.’ iibrary.
Body in excellent condition. White walls.’ l’’’’’
automatic transmission. & numerous de-1
SERVICES 181
i
lightful extras. Jon. 294-5274.
’64 HONDA SCRAMBLER. Bored-to- 21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
300cc. Oversized tires. Goi,c1 6ridili. n -iktes on auto insurance. Liability net $67
snnually Dave Towle. 244.9600. Class
Call 286.3277.
4 59.
_ ..
’64 HONDA 300. Good conditi,n. 4 500
ACCURATE. GUARANTEED TYPFAST,
-s. Cltuch just replaced. Hei-ne o.
nus
my home. Editino upon request.
iuded. $400. Call 295-6790.
259-5118
’62 SPRITE. Excellent condition. Owner drafted. must sell. $700 or best oft., TYPING. Pica Electric. Work g aaaaa teed.
243-6313 9 a.m. toe p.m.
Call Bruce 293.9313.
7CHEVY WAGON. VB noornaf;c. 4 EXPERT TYPING. IBM electric. Theses,
door. Smog volve. Good condition. term papers, etc. Work guaranteed. 378,i577. Jo Vine.
Need cash. $250. Cali 378.6878
AUTOMOBILE I MOTORCYCLE INFOR SALE (3)
SURANCE for students. Chef Bailey,
286-5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
SURFBOARD. Like new. Made by Surfshop in Santa Cruz. 8.10-. $90. Call RELIABLE TYPING. Errors corrected.
Editi-g done. Near campus. Call 292.
269-4576 after 5 p.m.
2346 anytime.
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA. 24 Volumes, bookcase. yearbooks up.to d ste. TYPING in my home. Esperienced, deAtlas, 2 volume dictionary. 243.9487 pendable, reasonable. 294-1313.
after 5 P.m.
--- TYPING DONE IMMEDIATELY in my
SURFBOARD. 9’6". Santa Cruz Surfshoo. home. IBM Selectric. Reasonable rates.
Good condition. 2 years old. $50. 286. C’si 256-9597
1335.
TRANISPORTATION 19)
PORTABLE STEREO. KLA.
changer. Samsonite i-ase. Like new. $1bu RIDE NEEDED TO VANCOUVER, British
C-611 293-4344 af.er 5 p.m,
Columbia or fui
. point in WashingTAPE RECORDER. Sony 500A stereo. ton. Can leave April 1st. Call 293-3127.
sound on sound. 4 track, like new-only RIDERS TO LOS ANGELES area for
4 months old. $250. 294.2747.
Easter Vacation. Leaving April 1st. Con sac, Bili. at 379.2494.
HELP WANTED OD
RIDER WANTED TO Tucson area. Can
SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS NEEDED leave April 2 or 3 & return April 9. 264for now & summer. W51 required. Apply 0140 after 3 p.m. Girl preferred.
to Cherry Chase Swim School, Sunnyvale. 739-2710
To place an ed:
HASHER NEEDED. Morning or evening.
Visit the
443 S. 1 Ith ecer 2,30 p.m. GOOD
FOOD!
Classified Adv. Office -J206
HOUSING 15)
Daily
DELUXE STUDENT apts. Brand new. 2
10:30-3:30
bedroom, 2 bath. Danish furniture. elec.
trio kitchen, large closets. $150 4 per- Submit ads 2 publications days prior
sons. $180. 706 S. 9th. 294-9170.
to day ad is to run.
$125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully fur- Send in handy order blank. Enclose
nished home at 440 Elizabeth St. Neer cash or check. Make check out to
corner of S. lOth 11, Santa Clare St. Will Spartan Daily Classifieds.
accommodate 4 college students. 2
Plw-ine 794.6414 Fvf 246S
blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259-4230

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to. Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
O Announcements (1)
11] Automotive (2)
Q For Sale (3)
Q Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Q Personals (7)
Q Services (8)
Transportation (9)
Name
City
For

Students Help Lessen
Professors’ Work Loads For Befit

Twelve SJS graduate students,
working as teaching assistants,
are lessening the work load for
professors in the History Department.
Employed in this year’s program
are Michael Agee, Richard Gibson, Denis Johnson, David Kier,
Robert Krick, Don Markwyn, Michael Mewls, Charles Rynear.
John O. StJohn, Miss Nancy Seven, Martin Terry and Charles
Wilson.
The students, working on their
master’s degrees, are all graduates
of the department and are employed on a 20 or 40 per cent
time basis.
Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, acting
chairman of the History Department, called the program, "a plus
in their i students placement file"
which gives students an introduction to a variety of teaching experiences on the college lewl.
Dr. Wheeler said the a.ssistants
help individual professors prepare
lectures, grade papers and organize discussions.
"He may even give a lecture
or two," Dr. Wheeler said.
Illustrating the effectiveness of
r.AISP/1.

m43zzzYzawzr
el CA.
eale

Authentic
Mexican food
served in a
friendly
atmosphere.
We also serve very
fine American food.
799 So. 1st St.
292-3710
‘stn17471MistrerVeNT
Must reading for
au" one se ho masts
so knots uhat Avner.
Jean Consmuni..tu
really think-not
%shut others say
the, think.

the

L.S..k.

Price 95c+5c postage
120 pp.
Special discounts on
quantity ciders
New Outlook Distributors
32 Union Sq. E., Rrn. 801
New York, N. Y. 10003
F.ease vint
for-I enclose &
copies of NEW PROGRAM.
Name
Address
City, State

the program which is also designed
to interest students in college
teaching, Dr. Wheeler said last
year’s 10 assistants went on to
study for higher degrees HS assistants at other universities.
Students were selected by the
deptu-tment requirements cotrunittee which also selects the regular
faculty upon evaluation of their
applications and interviews.

Spartaguide
TOBA5
international Students’ Organization, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and
B.
Tau Delta PM, 12:30 p.m., Cafeteria A.
Baba! Club, 8 p.m., 231 E. San
Fernando, Apt. 12.
SATURDAY
The Extenders’. 9 a.m., in front
of the Big Dipper.
14,11.4 Cyclbsg Assn., 10 a.m., Holy
City, Highway 17.
SUNDAY
HMO, 11 a.m., H1, Michael
Schmidt, assistant professor of
philosophy, will speak on "Concept of a Historical Novel."
SJS Cycling Arum, 9 a.m., Fifth
and Santa Clara.
Spartan Trt-C, 9:45 a.m. and
5:45 p.m., Tri-C
Third
and San Antonio.
MONDAY
Alpha 14unhsla Delta, 4:30 p.m.,
JC101.
Humanists On Caunpus (HOC),
7:30 p.m., CH164.
Chl Alpha, 7 p.m., Chi Alpha
Student et.rattr, 104 S. 13th.

Religious Seminar
Set for Sunday
A seminar on oriental religion
for college students, sponsored by
the Unitarian Fellowship of L,os
Gatos, will be held Sunday afternoon at the History Club, 123 San
Jose Ave., Los Gatos.
All college students, regardless
of religious affiliation, are invited
to attend the seminal’. A luncheon
(at no cost to students) will accompany the discussion.
Dr. Amiya Chakravarty, 1966
Billings Lecturer for the Unitarian
Universalist Association, will conduct the seminar as well as lecture on "Poetry and Religion" at
10:15 a.m. in a program open to
the public.
Dr. Chakravarty is professor of
comparative oriental religions and
literature at Boston University. He
is former adviser to the Indian
delegation to the United Nations
and cultural consultant to the
government of Thailand.
Fteservations for the seminar can
be made by calling Ivan Fawley,
867-0815.
U.C. ENROLLMENT
The apparent effect of the junior college student has hit the
University of Calitorrna campuses.
At Berkeley freshman applications
for next fall have dropped 20 per
cent. Nevertheless, all eight universities have received 6 per cent
more applications for undergraduate work than at this time last
year.

Job Interviews -0--

Eight Bands
To Rock

With eight bands providing the
music, students from throughout
the San Jose area will dame from
7:30 until midnight tonight at McCabe Hall, San -Jose Civic Auditorium.
"The Jaguars,’’ winners of last
summer’s Santa Clara County Fair
Battle of the Bands, will open up
the evening of dancing.
The seven bands who will follow them - each for one-half hour
-- will be the "Good News," "Five
Pence," "Zu," "Gov’nors," "Other
"Columbus
Side," "Questions,"
Group" (formerly called the "London Raiders"), and the "Soul
Seekers."
A car wash will wrap up the
Honey Bunny special fund raising
events Saturday’. Women from
Hoover’s third east wing will be
cleaning cars at a Shell gas station on 4th and San Fernando
streets from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

June and summer graduates
may elan fur interview appointilicale HUN In Hir
s’enter, AlE11134.

IBM will hold tests for assembly
line positions on Tuesday, and
Thursday, March 31. Students to
work 20 hours per week are needed in either the morning, afternoon, or evening, Monday through
Friday. Requirements are: above
a 2.0 grade average and second
semester Freshman standing or
above. Pernianent visa or U.S. citizenship required.
NIONDAY
Pacific Gan and Electric Company; ME, EE and CE majors
for positions in utility engineering including planning, analyzing,
construct ion, design, operat ions,
sales and maintenance.
J. C. Penney Company, W.;
any major for positions in retail
store management trainee. U.S.
citizen.ship required.
Fairchild Semiconductor; FE,
ChE, ME, metallurgical engineering, physics. chemistry (physical),
metallurgy, ceramic engineering-also MBA wiFIS engineering, business and industrial management
majors for positions in manlif,,,

wring: product enghseers, process
enghleers, production supervision,
desagn, triennials engineering, Illdrket trig, applieut
eri rieering ;
research and development (advanced degree preferred). U.S.
citizenship or permanent visa required
Kaiser Steel Corporation; accounting, math. or marketing majors for positions in accounting,
sales and industrial relations
trainees. U.S. citizenship required.
State Board of Equalization:
accounting majors for positions in
auditing. U.S. citizenship required.
The Firestone Tire and Rubbssr
Co.; accounting majors for positions for retail store auditors. U.S.
citizenship required
_

MIKE
S Pit Writ If
HUB
417 So. lat.
294-1454

featuring

TURKEY
Art Lovers
Drop Everything!

and the GOBBLERS
Dancing Thursday
thru Sunday

FAMOt.’S

ART
PRINTS

PIZZA

Only

98c
Here is your chance to decorate your walls with classic
paintings at a very special price. Paintings by Pietas,
Renoir, Van Gogh and Rembrandt are just a few of the
works we hare in stock. Come in and look them over. hut
hurry. the supply is limited.

Open

10c BEERS FOR
LADIES FROM 3 p.m. -9 p.m.
S1 A PITCHER UNTIL
9 EVERY NIGHT

Monday thru Friday 13,a.m. to 6 p.m.

CAL BOOK
134 E. San Fernando Street

417 So. lst
294-1454

Most comfortable
lounger you’ve ever worn!

JUMP
SUIT
15.95
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Onee Imes
Orw tIme
3 lines
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Grodins leaps out
One time

Three times Five times
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
.50

.50

styled by Bill Parry. Greatest

.50

Grod ins price wears easy too.

one piece lounge suit

comfort idea in years, and

For lounging, T.V. or after ski.
Buy two - one for her.

Address
Start ad on
tnonsed

IDeM1

tI

Luxury corduroy in Blue,
Gold, and Olive.

I’ll place a classified ad that will reach 20,000
students, and 1,300 faculty. In it, I’ll tell ’em
that they can easily sell anything they want to
with a Spartan Daily classified ad. They’ll love
it!"

a.
ri
is
a
11
s;
ri

"And now, for my next trick ...

Phone

0

with this great new

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(Please Print)
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GRODINS

SAN ANTONIO CENTER - SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 porn.
VALLEY FAIR - SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
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